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E d i t o r i a l
A WORK IN PROGRESS

Does Tobago need a magazine such as The Tobago Voice?
Indeed, Tobago does need a magazine such as The Tobago Voice!
—Like yesterday!!!
Where are we? Where are we going? How are we doing? Why? Why not?
These and several other questions are on the table. For some of these questions there are simple
answers, for others there are complicated answers, and others are better left to speculation and
the imagination.
In this issue of the Tobago Voice, there are contents which point to the launch of this magazine and
its website. There are contents which venture into, culture, social matters and historic events in the
life of Trinidad and Tobago as a twin-island nation. Now, as a project, The Tobago Voice magazine is
a work in progress and these contents and content selections are efforts to further inform and
broaden the public’s perspective on this publication and its presence on the Tobago landscape.
The Tobago Voice appreciates the positive responses which have been forthcoming so far. Further,
it re-emphasizes its mission. And, based on feedback to date concludes that though much has been
done, much is left to be done especially in the areas of development, communication and
information.
The Tobago Voice website broaches the issue of Tobago in the context of our technological world.
As a magazine it reaches out to connect, and to connect with all who make Tobago a matter of
concern. Thus, one appeal is that it presents value to Tobago and what it means to the island’s
distant future. The Tobago Voice, both as a traditional publication and as a state-of-the-art website, recognizes that it has entered a vacuum and acknowledges that its presence is more an
imperative than anything else.
Being a people-oriented magazine, the Tobago Voice goes forward expecting participation that is
ever increasing in scope and impact.

Mervyn J. O’Neil

Cover Credit: Keshorn Walcott, Trinidad and Tobago’s 2nd Olympic Goal
Medalist (courtesy of Google images)
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“Come away, Hail to the day,
By Laureen Burris-Phillip

This is our land’s first morning,”

T

he above quotation is from Nation’s Dawning composed
by G. Carlton Sampson, one of the many songs written
specially for our Independence in 1962.

Methodist

School,

the

preparations seriously.

teachers

took

the

At Scarborough
independence

We were taken outside to learn the

independence songs including Boca Chimes, God Bless our Nation
and our brand new anthem. There was excitement in the air.
The teachers tried their best to explain this new phenomenon,
Independence. To us children, it was a wonderful time…fewer
classes, more singing and chatting with Miss or Sir and constant talk
about Independence. We understood that we would be running
our own affairs; we would be making decisions for ourselves.
Our National Anthem was composed by Patrick Castagne. We were
told it was to be respected just like God Save the Queen. This presented some difficulty for us because we stood up to sing God Save
the Queen but we never really understood the significance. The
grown-ups did it, so we followed; but at ten years old there were
far more important matters like jumping “pepper” (skipping), playing “Rat, Rat, the Cat behind You”, and my favourite, “Piggy in the
Middle”. Who had time to think about the strange things grownups did?
9

The great day came!! August 30th, 1962, the dignitaries, including
our Prime Minister Elect, Dr. Eric Eustace Williams, our Governor
General Elect, the Princess Royal (all the way from London town to
represent the Queen) and others assembled in the forecourt of the
Red House. At midnight, the Union Jack was lowered and our National Flag, red with diagonal stripes of black and white was hoisted
to the sound of trumpets, church bells and boat whistles. We were
now Independent!!
Photo Acquired by: Google Images

The Princess Royal read an address from the Queen relinquishing
her authority over us and a speech was delivered by Dr. Eric Williams.
In Tobago, the celebration included a Children’s Rally at Shaw Park,
Tree Plantings at different places on the island as well as Sport
Meetings. On Saturday 1st September, the Princess Royal visited
Tobago and opened an Art, Craft and Agricultural Exhibition at the
then Scarborough Central School, now Scarborough Secondary
School. That night there was a fireworks display at Shaw Park. On
Sunday, the Princess Royal attended the Church Service at St. Andrews Anglican Church in Scarborough and later that day returned
to Trinidad. On Monday 3rd, there was a Sod Turning ceremony for
the new Roxborough Secondary School, the portrayal of an Old

Dr. Eric William

Time Wedding in Moriah and fireworks at Plymouth.

Courtesy of T&T archives via Google
School children were treated to ice cream, cake, juice and chocolate packaged in the Independence colours of red, white and black.
The lyrics selected for our National Anthem created in the hearts of all who heard it a wonderful vision of beauty of place, beauty
of mind and beauty of spirit. Imagine,
“Here every creed and race find an equal place
And may God bless our nation.”
We can only pray that with God’s help, one day we can live up to the ideals of our National Anthem.
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WRITING ON THE
OCCASION OF
THE
ANNIVERSARY OF
OUR

By Eugene Blackett

B

Mr. Eugene Blackett who was born in Nigeria but gave most of his adult working life to
Tobago,

epitomizes higher education on the island where he still resides. He served as the

principal of Bishop’s High School.

M

These people from different ethnic backgrounds evolved
along with other groups according to the influences, religious
odern devices and practices seem to have
turned us into a bunch of mindless people,
unable to think for ourselves or even to

make the effort to access the basic necessities of life.

and environmental, to which they had been exposed.
On the one hand, those who came from India, kept intact
their religious and ethnic practices, and an innate adherence

At this time when we celebrate fifty years of independence,

to paternal respect and control; while the Africans often betrayed and handed over to their European despoilers, and

most of us dutifully nodding our heads, accept without ques-

exposed to a life of torture and degradation, find it difficult

tion the nice things that are being said, but fail to realize

to expunge from their memories the sufferings they had en-

that these events did not just happen spasmodically, but

dured.

that there had to be effort made by some people to achieve
these results.

But life must go on and the individual differences with
which nature has endowed us never fail to produce people

We live in this twin-island state sprung from many different

who are inspired to lead their fellowmen away from subjec-

sources, and are the descendants of those who were brought

tion to a state in which they demanded to have the right to

here against their will and forced into slavery, or others as

make their own decisions.

indentured workers seeking to make a living better than they
had in their ancestral lands.

And so, this country, like others, when they no longer were
the sources from which wealth could be extracted, had their
physical shackles removed.
11

And as the human spirit is indomitable, there emerged from

devise systems which appear on the surface to be

the people those whose minds could not be constrained, and

universally beneficial but which on closer examination are

men like Butler, Rienzi*, Williams and others arose and

ever seen to be meant to operate for self-enhancement.

through their efforts, cut the umbilical cord which bounded
these islands to their European

masters, and copied

their governance systems since they themselves were infants

How do people get away with this sort of behavior?
Simply because they are satisfied with fetes and games with
which the Emperor Nero beguiled the

in this regard.

Romans.

It was as I sat studying by the window

They are given everything free with subsi-

of my bed-sitting room at Jesus Lane in

dizing this or that and at the same time

Cambridge, England between 1951 and

unrestricted spending on much which is

1956, when I was distracted by the put-

unnecessary unless it is directed to make

putting of the many mopeds which had

people who don’t’ think, act in a certain

to stop at the major road intersection

way.

and , looking out saw the offending moped bearing the license plate PNM 13 at

The natural resources of the

the time when Dr. Eric Williams’ Peo-

running out and the foreign suppliers of

ples’ National Movement

Euriah Buzz Butler

Party had

country are

food which we use for our sustenance are,

won 13 seats in the country’s legislative

because of natural

Assembly, and ushering into existence,
with himself as Premier, the first demo-

pressure.

disasters, under severe

cratic assembly in the country.

One thing you can believe: there is nothing
that is free – somebody has to pay for it;

How did the populace get its taste of

and there is a solution to every problem,

governance

by

by

but you have to think it through.

themselves

and

for

So, use your God-given faculties, and start

people

chosen

presumably

themselves? They now had freedom,

to think!

liberation from being told what to do by
a

foreign

master.

They

now

had

freedom, but did this mean that they

Adrian Cola Rienzi *

could now do as they liked?
And since we lived in a country blessed by
Providence, we hustled to demand and obtain full
independence, and so in 1962, we gleefully replaced the
Union Jack, a reminder of our former ties with our owners
and, complete with our own Anthem, and fed by a bountiful
Providence we went on our way merrily.
As is usual, when strictures are removed and opportunities
are seen to be available, natural abilities spring into action
and flourish sometimes impartially and are of benefit to the
country. At other times there are

people who P.G.

Wodehouse describe as “Having a brain like a flash of
lightning – quick but crooked” and take the opportunity to

Adrian Cola Rienzi, born Krishna Deonarine
(1905 – 1972) was a Trinidad and Tobago lawyer,
trade unionist and politician. He is considered
“One of the most remarkable of the unsung heroes of Trinidad and Tobago. If it is true to say
that in assessing the independence of Trinidad
and Tobago, the contribution of Uriah Butler is
enormous, then it will be true to say that without
the intervention of Rienzi, the role which Butler
played would have been null and void”. (Michael
Anthony)
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Keshorn Walcott
Trinidad
&
Tobago’s
2nd Olympic Gold
Medalist

14

By
Clayton Clarke

T

obagonians
secured
their first Olympic medals at the London
Games when Lalonde
Gordon raced to bronze
in the men's 400 meters
finals. The Lowlandborn quarter miler clocked a personal
best of 44.52, the second best time by
a T&T national, getting ahead of another Tobagonian Renny Quow
(44.53). Gordon advanced to the finals topping the semifinals with 44.58,
his previous personal best. He then returned to lead
off the national men's 4X400 meters team to bronze
in a national record time of 2:59.40 improving on the
3:00.38 attained in the heats. Jarrin Solomon, Ade
Alleyne-Forte and Deon Lendore were the other
members of the relay squad. Gordon's double bronze
highlighted a successful T&T campaign as our national
squad recorded its best ever performance at the
Olympic Games coming away with four medals.

Leading the way was 19 year old Keshorn Walcott
who stunted the world by landing the men's javelin
gold with a national record distance of 84.58 meters,
besting the world's elite javelin throwers. Keshorn
joins Hasely Crawford (winner of the men's 100
meters finals 1976) as this country's only Gold medal
winners. Our men's 4x100 meters team of Keston
Bledman, Marc Burns, Emmanuel Callender and
Richard Thompson held on for third in the sprint relay

finals in 38.12 behind Jamaica who defended their title in a world record run
of 36.84 and the USA (37.04).

The Soca athletes improved on the
three medals collected at the 1964
Games in Tokyo, Japan where Wendell
Mottley was second in the men's 400
meters finals and anchored the 4X400
meters to bronze. Edwin Roberts took
third in the 200 meters. Our London
athletes made history by reaching the
finals in twelve events. These twelve top-eight
finishes were Keshorn (Gold - Javelin) Lalonde Gordon
(2 Bronze – 400m), the men's 4X100 (Bronze) and
4X400m (Bronze), the women's 4x100 (DNF), Thompson (7th -men's 100m), Kelly Ann Baptiste (6th women's 100m), Semoy Hackett (8th -women's 200m),
Jehue Gordon (6th -men's 400m hurdles), swimmer
George Bovell (6th -men's 50m freestyle finals) and
Njsane Phillips (4th -men's match sprint, 7th -men's
Keirin).

Gordon (Lalonde), 23 years old, is the eighth Tobagoborn athlete to compete for Trinidad and Tobago at
the Olympic Games. Joseph Goddard led the way
when he ran in the men's 100m and 200m heats at
the 1956 Melbourne Games, where he did not advance from the preliminaries. Forty-four years later
at the 2000 Olympics Games in Sydney, Australia,
Sherridan Kirk earned his first selection when he was
named as a reserve member of the national men's
15

4x400m team as a 19 year old. He did not compete. At
the 2004 Athens, Greece Games Kirk, Kelly Ann Baptiste
and Melvin Nero were named on the national contingent
with Kirk running in the men's 800m heats, Baptiste was a
member of the women's 4X100m team which failed to
finish. Nero was a reserve in the men's 4x100m relay
pool.
At the 2008 Olympics in Beijing, China the number of
representatives from the island grew to four with
Baptiste, Renny Quow, Semoy Hackett and Josanne Lucas
in the national line up. Quow became the first athlete from
Tobago to qualify for a final when he finished seventh in the
men's 400 event. Baptiste and Hackett advanced to the
quarterfinals of the women's 100m and were part of the
national women's 4X100m team which did not get the baton
around and was unable to compete the race. Lucas was
eliminated in the women's 400m hurdles first round.
This year's 30th Olympiad was the finest for 'The Land of the
Cocrico' as five earned national spots with Baptiste winning her
third selection and Hackett, Quow and Lucas their second trip.
Lucas did not make it to the Games village as a knee injury in a
warm up meet ended her chances. Quow suffered a similar
fate falling to a hamstring injury just before the start of the
men's 400m heats. The three remaining athletes not only created history for Tobago but for the country. Baptiste went all
the way to the women's 100m finals to become the first national female to book a spot in the finals of a track event. Candace Scott and Cleopatra Borel were field finalists in the women's hammer and shot put throws in Athens, Greece four years
before but Scott was ninth and Borel tenth.

Baptiste finished sixth in 10.94 seconds after racing to 10.96 in
the heats. Hackett followed suit and became the second
female track finalist taking eight spot in the finals of the 200m
equaling her national record of 22.55 in the semifinals. Hackett
was also a semifinalist in the 100m setting a personal best of
11.04 in the preliminaries. The two speedsters helped T&T to a
place in the women's 4X100m finals with a national record of
42.31 in the first round but in the race for the medal, the baton
exchange between Michelle Lee Ahye and Baptiste did not
occur thus the team did not finish (for the third straight Olympics).

Gordon's achievement may have come as a surprise to many as
he was competing in his first Olympic Games. This year was a
stellar one for him. He held world leading times in the 400m
indoor clocking 46.43 in January, and ended the season with
the second quickest 200m clocking (20.58). The lanky runner
earned his first international pick for the World Indoor Championships in Instanbul,Turkey. A disqualification in the 400m
heats did not daunt him as he rebounded to help T&T to a
bronze in the mile relay in a national record time of 3:06.85.
Quow ran the third leg. Two years earlier he represented the

Lalonde Gordon proudly displays his two
Olympic Medals at Tobago ‘s Appreciation
Rally
(Photo Courtesy of Clayton Clarke )
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red, white and black for the first time competing at the Central
American and Caribbean Games in Mayaguez, Puerto Rico
where he again helping T&T to bronze in the men's 4X400m
(3:04.07). At the Commonwealth Games in New Delhi, India
he advanced to the semifinals where he set a then personal
best of 46.33. The next season was a bitter-sweet one for him
as he advanced to the finals of the men's 400m finals at the
CAC Senior Championships only to not finish. He, however,
helped the national 4x400m outfit to second spot in a World
Championships qualifying time of 3:01.65. He continued to
impress as he sped to a personal best of 45.51in racing to victory in Rabat, Morocco. The time was faster than the World
Championships B standard of 45.70 and put him in line for a
place to on the mile relay team but after he opted not to run
the one event at the T&T championships racing instead in the
200m where he finished third. He was left out of the national
squad to Daegu World Championships after the national selectors instead opted to go with the top four, even though Gordon's best was quicker than three of the selectees. Though
disappointed he remained focused and determined and took
the 2012 national one lap title in 45.40, just short of his personal best of 45.33 and missed the Olympic A standard of
45.30. So with just over one month left before the London
Games he had a couple days before the July 8 deadline run to
get the A mark and that he did with a dominant run of 45.02 to
take the US Club Championships title one week later.

Hansely Crawford
Courtesy of Google Images

While Tobago athletes waited for 56 years to win its first ever
Olympic medal, they enjoyed more success at the World
Championships. Gordon's double bronze efforts come on the
heels of Baptiste's third place finish in the women's 100m finals (10.98) at the 2011 World Senior Championships in Daegu.
Baptiste became the first Tobagonian to medal at a global
championships landing another bronze in the girls' 100m finals
(11.58) at the 2003 World Youth Championships. That same
year Lucas landed silver at the Pan American Junior Championships in the women's 400m hurdles. Baptiste and Kerry Barrow
were part of T&T women's 4x100m squad which finished third
(44.15). Quow became the first World Champion from Tobago
when he ran away with the 2006 World Junior 400m title in
Beijing China in 45.74 after he was disqualified at the 2004
edition in Italy in the semifinal round. The petite sprinter is
also the youngest finalist ever in the men's 4x400m event at
the World Senior Championships when at 17 years he was part
of T&T's line up at the 2005 edition in Helsinki, Finland. Quow
(men's 400m) and Lucas (women's 400m hurdles) were the
first from Tobago to mount the rostrum at the World Seniors
with third places finishes at the 2009 edition in Berlin, Germany. Baptiste had an epic year in 2010 cruising to victory in the
women's 100m dash in the Continental Cup in Split Croatia and
anchoring the Americas region team to gold as well. That season she roared to a scintillating 10.84 national record run,
lowering the 10.94 she clocking in running away with the 2009
national crown.
17
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SCOTS KIRK RESTORATION PROJECT
Restoring the Old Girls School at Scarborough
A Project of the St. Andrew ’s Heritage Trust

Scots Kirk ,
Bacolet Street, Tobago

BY
Honor Louis
Director, St. Andrews Heritage Trust
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

T

he St. Andrew’s Heritage Trust (SAHT) is a non-profit
company which was established in 2003 as a direct
result of
concerns raised by the Rector of the St. Andrew’s Anglican Parish, Cannon Kenneth Forrester, relative to
the steady decline of the Church’s properties.

go Holistic
School.
September 2006

The major objectives of the Trust are:
(a)

To foster and promote Tobago’s rich

The Trust selected Scots Kirk (The Old Girls School at Scarborough) as the first of its restoration projects. Scots Kirk is
listed as one of the Heritage Buildings of Tobago and the
building is of special interest to tourists, particularly those of
the Presbyterian faith visiting from Scotland.

Despite the fact that it has been in use continuously,
Scots Kirk has been in a dilapidated condition. There is evidence of earthquake damage to some of the beams and walls
at ground floor level. The paint finish of the brick facing has
been flaking off in some areas. The concrete ground floor is
cracked and the timbered first floor and ceilings are rotted in
most parts and infested with termites. Doors and windows are
also in poor condition with several glass louvre panes missing
or broken. The timbered dogleg staircase is dilapidated and
uneven with evidence of rot and termite damage. The electrical system though still in use requires a complete overhaul
and there is no internal plumbing within the building.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESIGN

Scots Kirk was built as a church around 1834 by the Presbyterian Association and in 1841 was lent to the Anglican
Church for ecclesiastical purposes. In 1871 the Presbyterians
left Tobago and gave Scots Kirk to the Anglican Church. By the
turn of the
century “Scotch Kirk” as it is commonly known
became St. Andrew’s Anglican Girls School and lower Boys
School.

Honor Louis who is an Architect offered her services free
of charge to the Trust to prepare the plans and working drawings for the restoration project. After consultations with the
rector and the Board of the Trust it was decided that the
ground and upper floors would be designed as open floor
plans and that necessary ancillary toilet accommodation
would be provided on both floors.

Since the relocation of the Girls and Lower Boys School to
Calder Hall, the building has been used as a meeting place for
a number of organizations such as the Cadet Band, several
choirs and dance groups, as well as after school activities of
the
Scarborough R.C. School and more recently the Toba-

Drawings on the basis of the above mentioned brief were
prepared and completed by 2008. Mechanical Engineering
services were provided by Emile Louis, Quantity Surveying
Services by the Tobago House of Assembly (THA) Division of
Public Utilities and Ronald Charles was consulted on Structural

cultural heritage.
(b)

To undertake restoration, conservation and
preservation of the environment, religion,
education and science towards the benefit
of the people of Tobago and by extension
Trinidad and Tobago and the world.
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Engineering in an ongoing basis. These services were
provided free of charge to the Trust.

PROJECT FUNDING

By the beginning of February 2012, the SAHT had
raised approximately $535,680.00 through several
fund raising drives and donations made throughout
the previous years. As a result, the Trust was able to
take advantage of the THA’s interest in releasing funds,
as part of its Scarborough Enhancement Programme to
church organizations who already had some funds
available for Restoration Construction Projects.
In April 2012, the SAHT was advised by the THA
that its Executive Council had agreed to sponsor
$1,575,000.00 for the restoration of Scots Kirk.

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

On May 10, 2012, the SAHT signed a contract in the
sum of $1,899,396.29 with Construction Restoration
Maintenance Services (CRMS) for the restoration of
Scots Kirk.
The Contract Commencement Date was May 21,
2012, and the Contract Completion Date is January 13,
2013. Work is progressing at a steady pace and is presently ahead of schedule.

ENHANCEMENT OF SCOTS KIRK SITE AND ENVIRONS

Certain items of work not included in the restoration contract with CRMS have to be considered and
done in order to improve the Scots Kirk site.
A boardwalk is to be erected between the Methodist Cemetery and Scots Kirk to facilitate existing public
access to the road leading to the Magistrates Court
and with new landscaping of the area and maintenance of the Anglican Cemetery, Scots Kirk and its environs will become an aesthetically pleasing environment of which Tobago will certainly be proud.
Architectural Rendering of Completed Project
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It is estimated that $100,000.00 will be required to complete this enhancement project.

ASSOCIATED WORKS RELATED TO SCOTS KIRK

In keeping with the restoration of Scots Kirk, the SAHT found it appropriate to
complement the restoration with a well-documented history of the building.
In this respect, on March 12, 2012 a contract was signed between Cornerstone
Press Limited (CPL), Dr. Susan Craig-James and the SAHT for Dr. Craig-James to
write an essay – later to become a book - on the Tobago Scots Kirks since there
were two Scots Kirk built in the same year, one in Scarborough and the other on
the site where St. Paul’s Anglican Church, Delaford is presently located.
The cost to research, document and write a paper on Tobago Scots Kirks, and
prepare two spiral-bound copies of the final draft is $89,250.00. This amount has
already been donated but the Trust now needs an additional $70,000.00 to cover
the cost of additional research which will have to be done in England.

DONATIONS FOR ADDITIONAL FUNDING

The Trust needs to generate additional
funds to cover its Scots Kirk
enhancement project and fund the additional
research required for the completion of
the book.
To facilitate these objectives the Trust is
appealing to everyone for assistance in any
way possible. Financial donations and all
meaningful assistance will be appreciated.
It is indeed our hope that there will be
responses that help the Trust expand the
scope of its initiative through maximum
funding and early realization of its endeavour. The Scott’s Kirk building has been a
nursery for many distinguished sons and
daughters of Tobago who have made contributions locally and world-wide.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Architectural Rendering of Project when Completed
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BRINGING LANDS UNDER

THE REAL PROPERTY
ORDINANCE
CHAPTER 56:02
WITH SPECIFIC REFERENCE TO

TOBAGO APPLICATIONS

Alana J. Jameson,
Attorney at Law

PA R T I I

Law Lecturer

(See Part 1 in Volume 2 of The Tobago Voice magazine)
Mrs. Alana J. Jameson has been an Attorney at Law for almost 14 years having experience in Land Law, Conveyance, RPO,
Vesting Order Applications, Company Law, Family Law, Probating of Wills and Applications for Letters of Administration.
Mrs. Jameson had been a full-time lecturer at the Hugh Wooding Law School since 2004, and as of 2011, she is an Associate Lecture there as the Course Director in Family Practice while engaging in private practice.
Having more time in private practice, Mrs. Jameson now is able to pursue her passion, the issue of Land Title in Tobago.
Mrs. Jameson held the post of Examiner of Title for the Registrar General.
Mrs. Jameson and her husband, Dr. Marlon Jameson have two small children and reside in Trinidad.

SECTION 18 APPLICATIONS.

T

his section deals with applications by virtue of possession.
The learned Chief Justice de la Bastide as he was then in
his judgment of Alphat Ali Mohammed v Anthony Guerra and
the Registrar General made the following statement:

“For a long time there was considerable doubt and controversy
as to whether adverse possession was a requirement in our law
for the acquisition of prescriptive title over land, and if it was,
what exactly was meant by it. The source of much of this
doubt and controversy was the judgment of Chief Justice
Wooding in Richardson v Lawrence. Wooding C.J. after
quoting from the judgment of Denman L., C.J. in an old case of
Nepean v Knight said at 237-238

“The law under our Ordinance is as it was under the Real
Property Limitation Act. Hence, so long as there has been a
want of actual possession by the person who might be
entitled to it and an actual possession, whether adverse in
the old sense or not, on the part of somebody who would
not really be entitled to it, and that actual possession
continues for the prescribed period, possessory title is
acquired under the statute.”
This judgment gave rise to doubts as to whether adverse
possession was a concept which was introduced into the law
of England by the Limitation Act of 1939 which therefore had
no place in the law of prescription.
Justice Sharma as he was then in the case of Alphat Ali
Mohammed (supra) stated at page 4 thereof, under the
rubric, “The Law”:
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“There is no doubt that possession under the Real Property
Limitation Ordinance, which deals with the extinguishment
of the owner’s legal title and “possession” by an occupier
under the Real Property Ordinance must be “adverse
possession” in order to obtain a vesting order.”
He further went on to state on the said page 4 under the
heading “1833”

“The law relating to the period of limitation for actions to
recover land in this jurisdiction is based essentially on the
Real Property Limitation Act of 1833. The subsequent
consolidation and amendment in England is not part of our
law."
These doubts were clarified in the decision of the Privy
Council decision in Ramnarace and Lutchman. Here, in
delivering the judgment, at paragraph 9, Lord Millet
concluded that the concept of adverse possession is
incorporated in our Ordinance. Lord Millet went on to
explain that adverse possession is “possession which is
inconsistent with and in denial of the title of the true owner.
Possession is not normally adverse if it is enjoyed by the
lawful title or with the consent of the true owner.”
How then do we reconcile that definition of adverse
possession with the family arrangement position where
the applicant’s great grandfather allowed his grandfather
to enter the land and use it and the lands passed from
one generation to another? In this scenario, the land has
been and continues to be enjoyed with the original lawful
consent of the first true owner.

Experts from Australian Land Registry came to visit the
Trinidad Land Registry during the period 12th to 14th
November 2003 to conduct training exercises with the staff
in Trinidad. They indicated that they treat most of their
applications that follow the scenario mentioned above as
the applicant holding adverse to the assessed owner as
that by the time the applicant is in possession, he could not
have obtained the true original owner’s consent (he being
deceased.)

In the case of Ramnarace v Lutchman (supra) at paragraph
12, Lord Millet continued:
“The effect of sections 3 and 8 of the Ordinance taken
together is that if no action is taken by the true owner his
title is extinguished after the expiration of 17 years from the
commencement of the tenancy even though the possession
of the occupier was permissive throughout. (Underlining
mine) See Lynes v Snaith . It was the deliberate policy of the
legislature that the title of owners who allowed others to
remain in possession of their land for many years with their
consent but without paying rent or acknowledging their title
should eventually be extinguished”
This statement by Lord Millet is critical to the relevant
applications to bring lands under the Real Property
Ordinance. Here the Law Lord attempted to see what the
thinking of the legislature was in passing our requisite
legislation. It is submitted, that eventually, if someone
remains on another’s land, even though the initial
entrance was permissive, eventually, if the occupier
continues to occupy without paying the owner rent and
without acknowledging their title, the owner’s title will
eventually be extinguished.
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It is submitted, that in the local family situation, it would mean
that the descendant/s will eventually extinguish the title of
their predecessor once they fulfill the requisite limitation period (16 years; 17 years if the circumstances of the original occupation made him a tenant at will).

THE COMPONENTS OF ADVERSE POSSESSION
The House of Lords decision of JA Pye (Oxford) Ltd v Graham is
instructive on defining what components fulfill the adverse
possession requirement. It is to be noted that in England the
Limitation Act 1980 governed the decisions of this case.
Trinidad and Tobago has no such legislation. However, the
principles enunciated with respect to adverse possession are
instructive.

the possession is adverse to the interests of the paper owner,
or, in the case of registered land, of the registered
proprietor….The general rule, which English law has derived
from the Roman law, is that only one person can be in
possession at any one time. Exclusivity is the essence of
possession…It can be transferred from one person to another,
and it can also be lost when it is given up or discontinued.
When that happens, possession can be acquired by someone
else. The acquisition of possession requires both an intention
to take or occupy the land (“animus”) and some act of the
body (“corpus”) which gives effect to that intention.
Occupation of the land alone is not enough nor is an intention
to occupy which is not put into effect by action. Both aspects
must be examined, and each is bound up with the other.”
Lord Hutton at paragraph 74 at page 245 went on to state:

Lord Hope of Craighead in his reasoning and decision at page
243-244 F-H and A-D (paragraphs 68-71) stated:

“If the law is to attribute possession of land to a person who
can establish to paper title to possession, he must be shown
to have both factual possession and the requisite intention to
possess (‘animus possidendi’).

“At first sight, it might be thought that the word “adverse”
describes the nature of possession that the squatter needs to
demonstrate. It suggests that an element of aggression
hostility or subterfuge is required. But an examination of the
context makes it clear that this is not so. It is used as a
convenient label only, in recognition simply of the fact that

It is therefore submitted, that once an applicant can show that
he has exclusive possession and the requisite animus
possidendi as described above, he will fulfill the criteria of
adverse possession.
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CONCLUSION
We have accepted that applications to bring lands under the RPO
pursuant to section 18 must fulfill the adverse possession
requirement. If we are to follow the Australian model, the applicant
can hold adverse to a deceased assessed owner. If one is to be guided by the decision in JA Pye above, then once the animus possidendi
is established, the applicant should be successful in his application.
In looking at Lord Millet’s decision in Ramnarace v Lutchman, it was
not the intention of the legislation to have the assessed owner maintain his title even though he was not in possession of his land. At
some point in time, once the applicant has proven that he has been
in possession for the requisite period of time and has shown by actions his intention to possess the lands, he should have a Certificate
of Title granted in his name.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS.
What are the guidelines for persons who
bring an application under
section 8.
What are the guidelines for persons who are
bringing an application under
section 15 where the evidence of title set forth is
imperfect?
Section 9 deals with persons claiming to be
entitled jointly. What happens where there are siblings
who may be jointly entitled on
an intestacy but one alone has
been in possession of the
land. Wills v Wills Privy Council 2002 indicates that adverse
possession can be claimed by
one joint tenant against another.
Why do we have to show relationship with
the assessed owner when
adverse possession can be
claimed against a stranger?
Would we have to seek the
relationship
with
the
stranger?
What about section 26? No deeds are being
cancelled formally.
What is required where the assessment roll
has one rood for example and
now the land being applied
for may merely be a lot. How
do we give the explanation for
the differing size of the
boundaries.
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n my first Article published in the Premier Edition of the
Tobago Voice, I focused on the Investment Opportunities
that are available to Returning Nationals in the area of
Tourism Development. However, we all will agree that,
“putting all your eggs in one basket” is not a good option
for true economic development.

As a consequence, it behoves me to put other
development options on the table for the benefit of potential investors.
The Eco-Industrial Development Company of Tobago (E-IDCOT) Ltd was
established in 2009 as a private limited liability company, by the Tobago
House of Assembly, with the main objective of assisting in the
diversification of the Tobago economy. Its core functions are to promote
environmentally-sustainable production of goods for local consumption

of projects at the Cove. This will result in the
production of Tobago-brand goods for domestic
consumption and export.
The CEIBP spans an impressive 140 acres of land
and is offering land at competitive lease rental
rates to businesses that wish to construct their
own factory facilities. Additionally, the Park offers
business development and facilitation services by
way of an innovation centre, two business
incubators, a shared business centre and six
micro-entrepreneurial complexes (factory shells).

With the steps that are presently been taken to
embark on Tourism Development, one can
envisage
that
the
local
production of items to supply
the local and tourism market
can go a long way in keeping
the majority of the tourist
dollar in local hands. Some of
the items that come to mind in
the use of local raw materials
to
create
downstream
industries
are:
mangoes,
passion fruit, sour cherries,
cassava, sesame seed (bene),
lemon grass (for exotic tea),
BY
smoked fish and goats’ milk
Carlos B Dillon HBM GOLD, BAA Hotel & Tourism Mgt
(soft cheeses production).

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES
FOR RETURNING NATIVES
THE COVE ECO-INDUSTRIAL and BUSINESS PARK

as well as for export, the provision of project management services and
the development and management of a number of eco-industrial parks
on the island.
The first of these parks is the Cove Eco-Industrial and Business Park
(CEIBP) located in the former Cove Estate in the south-western
peninsular of Tobago. The schedule completion of the first 10,000 sq. ft.
factory shell is September 2012, with the second one to be completed by
the end of November 2012.
For those entrepreneurs who are interested in doing business in
Tobago, some of the sectors that are targeted include agro-processing,
and food industries, data processing and ICT, natural gas and electrical
energy-intensive operations, laboratory and medical services. E-IDCOT is
also seeking suppliers of raw material such as cassava, lemon grass,
soursop, shadow beni and vervine to be used in the commercialization

All utilities are already available
at the Cove. These include
natural gas, electricity, water, waste water
collection and treatment. It is anticipated that
the first factory shell should be occupied by
December 2012.
I wish to reiterate that the Company (E-IDCOT
Ltd) has already recommended that the next two
Eco-Industrial Business Parks should be located at
Belle Garden and Richmond in east Tobago.
The opportunities for new business development
in Tobago are real. It is now awaiting serious
entrepreneurs to take up the challenge.
Additional information about the Cove
Eco-Industrial and Business Park can be accessed
on the website www.e-idcot.co.tt
.
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THE COVE ECO-INDUSTRIAL
and
BUSINESS PARK
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MANAGING THE CHALLENGES OF

CHANGE
By
Hyacinth James
Managing change effectively can be fearful and daunting. Effectively managing
change within an establishment is an integral part of a leader’s job and responsibility.
Leaders must be alert and abreast of situations and problems. They must remain
open to new ideas and support change efforts which are suggested by higher levels of
management within an establishment.
There are change phases to be
managed when and as required. A
change model may be used to help
reject present situations and
transition to desirable and
accepted new situations. Leaders
must overcome resistance to
change and create acceptability.
This can be done by working with
informal group leaders and other
influential persons. Input should be
obtained from all persons affected.
New procedures should be reinforced by leaders and the change
introduced should be evaluated to
ensure its effectiveness.
Decisions must depend on circumstances. Timing and trust regarding
publication of information are important elements of this process.
This prevents information which
can have negative effects from
spreading prematurely. It assures that if specific groups are affected differently,
meetings addressing differences ahead of time could make it easier to go forward.

(Photos Courtesy of Google Images )

Effective communication may strengthen trust even if it is necessary to say, “I don’t
know” in response to some concerns. For example, when a new system is be imple-
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mented the schedule for implementation should be announced with reasons
for the new system, how the details
would be worked out and how this
would be of benefit because the question on many minds would be “how
will this change benefit me”?
Benefits as well as drawbacks which
are discussed should matter to those
affected. The reaction to change is
often irrational, so it will be helpful to
reduce anxiety. Responses can be emotional hence leaders should be prepared to deal with that type of reaction
and allow opportunities for the persons to express their feelings. After the
benefits and drawbacks have been
addressed it may be useful for the
leader to indicate in summary how the
new system will reduce problems
across the board.
At times responses may appear to be
judgmental and can also trigger defensiveness. However, leaders must respond to negative feelings without becoming defensive themselves. It could be helpful for leaders to explain their own deficiencies by
using examples from a past similar or current situation. This self-disclosure reinforces the message that it
is okay for others to express their own feelings. Listening to voice tones, watching facial expressions, and
other nonverbal signals are important. If persons state that they do not understand how a change would
make things better, leaders should respond with understanding and empathy.
Direct request for commitment and support can be extremely powerful but it will take team effort to
make a smooth transition. Other ways to obtain support is to give it. When people feel they can talk to
leaders who will support them in interactions with high level administrators when necessary, resistance
can be reduced and result in increased motivation to make changes work. High expectations often lead to
greater performances, especially when leaders express confidence in the people’s ability to adapt to
change. This can have powerful, positive effect.

A leader’s role in managing change is not complete when the need for change has been communicated.
Sometimes when change is implemented and assumed to be working satisfactorily, the time immediately
following that implementation can be stressful as people adjust.
Positive reinforcement is particularly important as people begin to cope with change. Reinforcing even
small improvements with positive feedback increases people’s motivation and self-confidence, and can
help to create a receptive climate for future change.
When implementing major change, things can sometimes get worse before they get better, even when
there is minimal resistance to the change. It sometimes takes time for positive results because people
must learn new ways of doing things. It can be difficult to evaluate changes that have been implemented
when information necessary for doing so is either unavailable or inaccurate. This situation may arise if
and when the expected results of the change were not stated in measurable terms.
Whenever change is implemented it is important to know how productivity will be affected. There must
be measureable objectives which are not overstated. Effective changes cannot happen without indicators. In situations where objective measurements are not possible one has to be alert and aware that
further changes may become necessary.
The challenges of change can be managed effectively depending on leadership and its ability to recognize
that anticipating, planning, implementing and constant evaluation are very important parts of making
change successful.
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SIDE BY
SIDE
WE
STAND
By
Ancil K. Dennis
In a previous article, I expressed my dissatisfaction
and discontentment with the procedure by which the
government of Trinidad and Tobago drafted a Green Paper
(GGP) for Tobago’s Self-Government. This Green Paper was
disrespectfully imposed upon Tobago, while the aspirations
and desires expressed by Tobagonians during the process
undertaken by the Tobago House of Assembly (THA) Working
Committee for Tobago’s Self-Governance were neglected.
However, I did not allow my discontentment to assent to
arrogance. I spent at least three nights scrutinizing the
contents of the Green Paper.
While I am in agreement with a miniscule part of its
contents, I am generally unhappy and discontented since this
GGP does not represent true Self-Governance. I am no legal
expert, but I will seek to support and explain my argument
against the GGP for Tobago’s Self-Governance.
According to the GGP, Tobago will be ascribed power
to legislate and direct its own affairs concerning matters on the
“Tobago List”, however, the central government still possesses
power to legislate matters on this very list under three
conditions:

Laws that infringe fundamental human rights, which
according to the constitution requires a special
majority by the parliament for passage.
Where it is necessary or expedient in the national interest
for parliament to pass legislation for Trinidad and
Tobago.
During periods of public emergency.
The first two conditions require concurrence with the THA.
In my opinion, central government should be excluded from
matters relating to the “Tobago List”, even though a public
emergency is in effect. Full autonomy requires Tobago to have
exclusive power to formulate its own laws, without the
interference of the parliament. Therefore, all matters on the
“Tobago List” should be legislated by the THA, with special
consideration for laws that may infringe on human rights. Such
laws should nonetheless be initiated by the THA, but require
the agreement of both Houses of Parliament as requires by the
constitution.
The GGP proposes to repeal and replace Chapter 11A of the
Constitution. Section 141a (1) states that there shall be a
legislature for Tobago consisting of the President and the THA.
It gives the THA the power to make laws, which must be
however be assented to by the President. Therefore, laws
established in Tobago must be authorized by the President of
the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago. While this may appear to
be logical, we must take into consideration that state laws in
the United States are legislated by the state legislature, and
signed into law by the governor. In the USA System of
Governance, the President and the Federal Government are
not required to approve laws passed by states, therefore
granting the state government exclusive power and authority
to legislate matters of that state. However, the federal
government can challenge state laws that are deemed
unconstitutional or in conflict with federal laws, in the
judicious Supreme Court. It is my humble opinion that this
system, apparently preferred by Tobagonians, represents true
autonomy.
The USA Federal arrangement allows for substantial autonomy
by prohibiting the federal government from stifling the
aspirations and desires of any particular state. The relationship
between Trinidad and Tobago must be of such that Tobago,
through its sovereign legislative body, the THA, is assigned the
power to legislate, and ratify its own laws concerning matters
directly affecting Tobago. Tobago must also participate
significantly in the broader legislative process in relation to
national issues, which should be accommodated in a shared
list or “Concurrent List”. This, in my opinion, represents true
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internal self-governance.
Another major issue is the maritime
delimitation of Tobago. The GGP
proposes ten nautical miles, while the
THA Draft Bill seeks the adherence to
two hundred nautical miles in
accordance
with
the
Exclusive
Economic Zone (EEZ) Act. Section 56 of
the THA Act Amendment Bill proposes
that no exploration of resources in
Tobago or in the territorial waters, air
space, continental shelf or EEZ of
Trinidad and Tobago shall be
undertaken without prior negotiation
with, and resulting in a conclusion
satisfactory to the THA. This
postulation is positioning Tobago in its
rightful place as equal partner and
owner of the marine resources of
Trinidad and Tobago, on the basis that
Tobago’s existence on the map
facilitates the prescribed maritime
boundaries of Trinidad and Tobago.
I found no evidence in the GGP that
suggests
an
increase
in
the
membership of the THA. My
supposition is that the GGP subscribes
to the present membership, which is
untenable due to the expected
increase in responsibilities and powers
given to the THA, in anticipation of
more autonomy. In contrast, the THA
Draft Bill proposes an increase in the

number of councilors from four to eight. All councilors will be appointed by the
presiding officer, four on advice of the Chief Secretary, two on advice of the Minority Leader, and two
independent councilors on advice of the President.
My belief is that this increase, especially due to the
inclusion of independent
councilors, will provide greater political balance to the THA.
True democracy is infringed when government chooses to abandon the wishes
and recommendations of citizens, giving preference to a mere miniature of the
people’s aspirations. This encroachment is further imposed when the said government is eleven miles away, with diminutive Tobago representation, yet still it disregards the elected legislative body of Tobago.
The common sound resonating among Tobagonians of every race, gender, and
class, is that Tobagonians must decide what is best for Tobago. It is obvious that
the GGP, and by extension the People’s Partnership government is out of touch
with Tobagonians. Tobagonians must fight with all fortitude and tenacity to
achieve our dreams and aspirations in relation to self-governance.
The bible declares that there is a time and season for everything under the sun.
The struggle for Tobago’s self-governance has been in proposition since 1977
when His Excellency, Mr. A.N.R. Robinson moved a motion in the parliament. I
sincerely believe with all my heart that the time for Tobago’s self-governance is
now. It is time a Tobago standing side by side with Trinidad as the words of our
national anthem “side by side we stand”. It is time for equality in the
opportunities be afforded to Tobagonians in similarity with Trinidadians. It is time
for Tobagonians to rise up and realize our true potential, the potential to govern
ourselves effectively and prosperously, the potential to shape our destiny and
future, and that of generations to come. Anything less will represent a major
failure on our part, and an indictment against this present generation of
Tobagonians.
Let us now cast aside political, racial, and social differences, and apprehend that
which our forefathers such as A.P.T. James. A.N.R. Robinson and Winston Murray
had envisioned for Tobago thirty-five years ago. Let us now move forward with
boundless faith in our destiny and confidence in our ability to aspire and achieve
together, knowing that we were FORGED FROM THE LOVE OF LIBERTY.
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A RESPONSE TO THE GOVERNMENT’S GREEN PAPER
ON
INTERNAL SELF-GOVERNMENT FOR TOBAGO

T

obago is now waiting 33 years to fulfill
its legitimate aspirations as contained
in the 1979 Seemungal Draft Bill. This
is a point that should be hammered
home to politicians, activists and
organization leaders who have
difficulty with Tobago’s continuing
clamor for equity, denied us with the rejection of our previous
efforts to obtain greater autonomy. Tobago’s capacity to run its
affairs from Scarborough rather than Port-of-Spain was
frustrated by successive
PNM administrations.
Tobago is not
looking to acquire any
status that it did not
previously enjoy. In the
19th Century, we rode
comfortably in a ‘three
wheel vehicle’ until 1889
when our
legislative, judicial and executive authority began to
disappear. A unicycle
was given to us with
limited carrying capacity
in 1980.
Although,
another wheel was added by 1996, this second wheel - the legislature - was “more tyre without rim”. Finally, we are likely to
move onto a two-wheeler with a promise of lawmaking powers
in a Tobago Legislature.
What the majority of Tobagonians want is the
restoration of a self-governing structures to enable Tobago to
be administered in a way that promotes meaningful
development for Tobago’s people while allowing us to make
our fullest contribution to the progress of Trinidad and Tobago.
Some envisage a federal structure and others
favour
devolution to achieve our deeply held aspirations. The
devolution process as effected in the United Kingdom is
preferred. (See Chap 2 Green Paper)

Trinidad residents should not forget the American
occupation of Chaguaramas for two decades. It brought howls
of protest from sections of Trinidad’s society with many
politicians claiming the post war presence of the Americans
undermined the sovereignty of Trinidad (and Tobago). Williams
succeeded in restoring Chauaramas to Trinidad control in 1960,
while ‘Trincolonialism” defined Williams’ relationship with
Tobago until the partial autonomy granted in 1980.
It is against this backdrop the analysis of the
Government Green
Paper (GGP) is
presented with
specific attention given
to the Draft Constitutional Amendment Bill.
Critical Pillars for a
Meaningful Side by Side
Relationship
The fundamentals that
are critical to shaping
this
constitutional
relationship are:
Definition of the territory of Tobago

By Andre Phillips

Legislative Authority
Executive Authority

Promotion of economic transformation
Institution of a dispute resolution mechanism

Definition of Tobago
The GGP proposes the expansion of Tobago to 10 nautical
miles. However, it should be noted that it is only relevant in
terms of national security issues for Trinidad and Tobago but it
is undesirable when exploitation of marine resources around
Tobago is factored. The preferred mechanism is to recognize
Tobago’s right to full exploitation of resources in the northern
and eastern boundaries of the national borders . These allow
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for the demarcation of marine borders with Grenada and
Barbados that give Trinidad and Tobago control of significant
mineral resources. Indeed the Economic Exclusive Zone(EEZ) is
partly determined by the geographical position of Little
Tobago, the most easterly territory in our national jurisdiction.
I fully concur with voices that say no law must be structured to
give the sense that Trinidad surrounds Tobago.
Legislative Authority
The Draft Bill makes reference to a unicameral legislature with
lawmaking powers on matters on the Tobago List. It is my view
that the democratic intent of many Tobagonians to have a say
in their own governance will be best served by the introduction
of a bicameral structure.
It should be comprised of
a Lower House with Twelve (12)Assemblymen elected thru
the quadrennial THA elections ;
Fifteen(15) members in the Upper Chamber including
persons nominated by the respective parties on the
basis of proportional representation for five(5) or
one-third of the seats in the Upper Chamber); and two
-thirds ten (10) representing interest groups and
associations.
This Upper House will be able to exercise the checks and balances not now identifiable in the THA in a manner to be prescribed.
The other area that should be addressed is an amendment in
respect of the President’s right of assent or dissent on the
matters in the Tobago List. This Presidential decision should not
be limited to Cabinet’s expectation and an alteration of the
wording in Section 80 (1) of the Constitution may read as
follows ...the President shall Act in his own discretion on
Assembly Bills brought to him for determination.
I acknowledge the retention of the Concurrent List on matters
of lawmaking but it must not be accepted as a fetter on Tobago
to devise and administer policy on any of these matters in
respect of Tobago.
Preference is for the United Kingdom relationship with Wales
model. In that structure, the matters handed over to the
people of Wales are fully devolved and there appears to be no
Concurrent or Transitional category.

Executive Authority
Generally, the provisions that impact Executive Authority are
supported with some reservations about the items on the
Concurrent List. Some items may cause tensions to rise in the
area of policy demarcation e.g. State Bodies. MOU’s have been
attempted for state enterprises to operate in Tobago with
varying degrees of ineffectiveness. My preference is for specific
arrangements for statutory authorities and corporations to be
defined on the Concurrent List. Other state enterprises may
not operate in Tobago except by invitation of the THA to
perform and function on the island in a manner to be
prescribed.
Clause 141C states there shall be a Chief Secretary and such
number of Secretaries as shall be prescribed and to be
appointed in a manner to be prescribed
Alter this to insert that Chief Secretary shall be determined by
the process of a direct vote with such allowances for the
balloting to be conducted simultaneously with a legislative
election for 12 electoral districts.
The upshot is that a quasi-presidential model is introduced
with the Chief Secretary being democratically elected by every
eligible voter across Tobago.
Economic Transformation
The determination of Tobago terrestrial and marine space will
greatly enhance socio -economic planning and execution for
Tobago. The expressed authority of the THA to borrow from
local and foreign sources, first tabled in the Seemungal Draft
Bill (1979) is another contributor to producing cohesive
national, sectoral and regional policy initiatives for Tobago with
inputs from domestic and international investors.

Conclusion
In summary, democratic practices must be interwoven into the
legislative changes for better administration of Tobago namely:
1 Citizen-sovereignty exercised through an upper house dominated by civil society interests;
2. Initiation of direct vote for Chief Secretary utilizing dual balloting procedures.
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MUSES AND PONDERS
By Robert W. Dillon
Using Distraction as a Principle and
Template for Political Functioning

I
S

Distraction

T

# 3

Distraction

R

# 1

A
C

Any party in opposition should use Withdrawal
Boycott as the strategy to allow the government to
do what it wants and so show up its incompetence
(maybe). Meanwhile the opposition is certain that it
will be in a better position to do what it wants when
its turn comes around because it can be confident
that the then opposition will have all moral authority
to withdraw and boycott (maybe)…

Distraction
# 2
Since T&T has a culture of competition, community
councils should devise a competition to grade central
and local governments and opposition on a quarterly
basis, say, and will announce to communities the
winner and runners-up! One may argue that elections
are this grading system.

T
O
R

N
O
T

D
E
T

Individuals and communities will have a body of data
for evaluation before the next election.

R
A

Most importantly, the community judges will give
informed statements on what evidence they used to
give the stated marks (rubric) to political competitors.
I bet you that governments and opposition will begin
to pay more attention to these “Community Distractors” than they pay to journalists and pollsters!

C
T
O
R

Since the constitution of the nation is the
supreme document for showing how the
country should be governed, the highest
distraction of all should be “Constitutional
Review”
There should be no other Election Agenda
than the above topic when politicians are
ready to campaign!
All things must be seen as related, even
Distractions to political realities.

Final Distraction
# 4
No political discussion should have begun on
Constitutional Reform for Tobago before a
simple referendum on what relationship
Tobago wants with Trinidad. For example,
Independence meaning separation from
Trinidad politically; Independence from
Trinidad with economic ties but not with
Trinidad collecting taxes of any kind from
Tobago. Federal System with Trinidad for
national and international security matters
only - each island to have its own internal
security system.
Each island must have its own international
banking and borrowing protocol with regional
oversight components, that is, a Caribbean
Central Bank to which each island is
responsible (The Federation Question). The
Caribbean Court of Appeal is the best related
institution.
The Judiciary or local court is to have a
Magistracy, a Judges Court and then the
Caribbean Appeals Court: two local judicature
in Tobago, one in the Caribbean, that is,
Trinidad has no say in the matter?
I hope you have been favorably distracted …
even for a minute minute of your life!
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Snarling, Rumbling Vehicles
By Robert W. Dillon
Written while viewing the traffic situation in Trinidad
Only incessant traffic hazards?....
Or the fossil fuel energy being released?...
A potential Value-Added?...
Or starkly, the roadway to proverbial perdition?

I wish to suggest
That these two antithetical paradigms are simply that:
Paradigms!

The thundering cataracts are known and SEEN by some
As the wonderful sources of energy
That can bring so much worth to those who exploit them.
They and the rivers which fuel their waters

All Photos Courtesy of Google Images

Are eroding juggernauts
Carrying earth, stone, wood, animals, humans
That fall into their path.

Snarling, rumbling vehicles are no more than man-created cataracts,
Doing what they are created to do,
Carrying in them the energy converted from fossil fuels
And doing the collective will of the man who made them.

If we think more kindly of the wonder of traffic
And affirm the positive energy which gives potential fulfillment
To the purposes for which humans move and desire to move so fast,
We will thank God and ourselves for this wonder The Horizontal Cataract that is traffic;
Then too, we can contrast and dwell on its opposite A snarled traffic jam…...
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A

t school as children, when we would complain to our teacher about someone
speaking ill of us, it was not uncommon for that teacher to compel the entire
classroom to recite the following words:

STICKS AND STONES WILL BREAK OUR BONES, BUT WORDS WILL NEVER
HARM US!
“Is this really true?”
Words would never harm you!
By Mandel O’Neil

An impressionable young child would answer “Yes!” And emphatically conclude that this
must be true.

Introspective

“And besides”, as a child I would think
to myself, “Our teacher would never
outright and knowingly lie to us.”
Right!

Let us analyse this assertion.
Note, however, that this article does not resort to expert opinions and psycho-analysts but
only my experiences and observations. Therefore, I do not quote any of Dr. So and So’s
leading research on this and that. Nope! this is simply my own understanding, analyses,
evaluation, conclusions and what have you about the powerful effect that words have on the
society long after our bones have mended.
My honest assessment is that bones; especially in young people, have the ability to mend.
And provided that they are reset correctly, one
will only suffer at most a six to eight-week
setback in his or her activities. Thereafter, the
memory of that broken bone will likely fade
away in time, rearing up occasionally at family
get-togethers or once in a while at the dinner
table—possibly when your child inquires,
“Daddy, how did you git that scare?”

the Power
of Words

Words, on the other hand, are different. They
do not mend as easily, and they affect us
beyond even our own life-time. The impact can be felt by our progeny in perpetuity.
On one hand, a few properly chosen positive words will make you feel as though you are
more powerful that even the fictional character Superman. Positive words can make one
metaphorically invincible.
On the other hand, a few choice negative words can have the antithetical effect. Instead of
uplifting, negative words can stomp you down and make you feel weak and worthless; in
some cases, even sub-human as has actually occurred through the imperially sanctioned
practice of slavery.
“You’re No Good”

So,

“Too weak”
“You Can’t Do…”

Choose Your Words
Wisely !
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The Tobago Voice
Launches its

Magazine & Website

July 7, 2012
at
Mt. Irvine Hotel and Golf Resort

Photography by La Donna Fields
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at
Mt. Irvine Beach Hotel and Golf Resort

O

n July 7, 2012, The Tobago Voice Limited declared itself, “Open for business”
by staging the official launching of its magazine at the Mt Irvine Beach Hotel
and Golf Resort. A rich cross-section of Tobago’s citizenry and guests from
Trinidad were in attendance.

The management and staff at the Mount Irvine Hotel went out of their way to prepare for and
serve our guests. The Tobago Voice Ltd. takes this opportunity to thank the personnel of the Mt
Irvine Hotel and Golf Resort.
As guests enjoyed a wonderful dinner, they were kept in the moment with musical selections
by Steel Pan Impressario, singer Faviola Phillip and DJ Michael Robley.
A striking highlight of the evening was a reading by Clivia Robley of one of her poems
entitled I’ll See You Soon Tobago. All eyes were glued to the projection screen and ears tuned
in as she came to the audience via Skype from her home more than one-thousand miles away
in Miami, USA.
The evening’s proceedings were managed diligently by joint MC’s Sarah Hutchinson and
Biana Edwards. After dinner, guests were introduced to the Tobago Voice Ltd and its
publication The Tobago Voice magazine by members of its Board of Directors in the persons of
Harry Donaldson, Mervyn & Mandel O’Neil and Laureen Burris-Phillip in that order.
It was made clear that through its two products, a traditional magazine and a full-blown
state-of-the-art Website, the Tobago Voice Ltd intends to be a Tobago-based institution with
global reach and impact. In leading up to our launch, board member Robert W. Dillon pointed
out to a local audience via Radio Tambrin, “It is imperative that we tell our own stories and not
wait for others to tell our stories from their perspectives.” The Tobago Voice as both a
magazine and a multi-faceted website has this as a core mission.
Through its website and magazine, The Tobago Voice Ltd. expects to facilitate and be a
partner in connecting Tobago’s vast human and natural resources and thus assist in driving the
island’s development.
Arrangements were made with The Mount Irvin Hotel and Golf Resort to have all dinners
which were prepaid but not served donated to the SYL-PHIL Home for Persons with Social
Issues at Glen Road.
The Tobago Voice Ltd. acknowledges the receipt of very much positive feedback and has
already begun to reach out to those who have expressed a desire to be associated with its
endeavors.
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Faviola Phillip

The Tobago Voice thanks all who
attended. We appreciate your support
and look forward to promoting more
upscale functions for you to enjoy!

Special thanks to our sponsors:
Mr. Bill Brown of Jesus Saves Supermarket,
Mr. Salandy Sobers of Sobers Sporting Goods,
TSTT, and
Digicel
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The dynamics of being Tobagonian are very
strange. Most of us don't differentiate when it is
a question of our nationality. We are "Trini" like
everyone else.
But there is still a separation in our hearts. We
are grouped together and are very much as
patriotic as the standard Trinidadian, but our
experiences are not the same.

O n B e i n g
To b a go n i a n

Tobagonians in my age group may have had to
deal with the "Stereotype" at some point. I
have. In my times as a dancer and pan player
and orator, I've had to deal with the stereo
types.
"You're from Tobago?"
"But you don’t have that harsh accent”
“...and you’re not THAT dark”,
“And your calves aren't that big...”
‘And you're pretty...You don't look like you're
from Tobago"
One of my first jobs out of high school was at
the Republic Bank. Yeah, I was a Bank girl!
But even I felt like I was a token. I did training in
Trinidad...and reveled in my fancy uniform and
staying in air-condition. But I still felt like a
token. Yeah, Trinidadians don't have to deal
with that!
Our heritage is different. Tobagonians are a
people who relied on agriculture. Some tribes
dropped off in Tobago as slaves maintained
their blood lines for quite some time. We
supplied food to Trinidad and had excess
supplies that led to settled, market communities
supported by neighbors, churches and family.
Planting and harvesting - we respected the land
that supported us. I believe that's why we still
remain so relatively untouched. Our technological or more so industrial progress was stinted
for a while. Most Trinidadians, even to this day,
don't know much about Tobago except for the
occasional visits to the “beachy, touristy” areas.
Thus our inherent cultural customs remained
rich and untouched maintaining much of their
African influence even to this day as see in the
Tobago Heritage Festival. Those who created
The Tobago Heritage Festival are important to
me. They were hands on in the development of
my life. Their children are my friends and
mentors. They shared their experiences and life

By Clivia Robley
with me on a personal level.
Our ethnic makeup is unique. Yes, until a few years ago, the genetic
makeup of Tobago was 90 percent of Black African descent. Land
ownership too, most Tobagonians have owned the land that they live on
for many generations. It makes us a very proud people with roots that
stretch back ages. Lines have crossed between friendship and family for
so long that everyone is a pumpkin vine "cousin". It means that one is
raised by a village not just parents, but your entire community.
I think it has made us a courteous respectful, polite people. It doesn't
mean that we are afraid to speak out, but I think we always defer to
being respectful...especially to our elders especially (well we USED to!).
It means a greeting to friend and foe. It means a "Sir" or "Miss" and
definitely "Thank You." Also, I think it has made us an honest people too.
Since everyone KNOWS your history, why hide?
In Tobago education was always emphasized. Everyone had to do well.
Grades were competitive at EVERY level...not that it's not in Trinidad,
but we also had to represent Tobago. It’s almost as if , our parents
believed that we had to OVER excel so that we could escape the very
stereo type of being Tobagonian - unexposed, socially stunted, shy, soft
spoken, unaware.
This is the secret.
We were the very opposite.
With a focus on literature and reading and expanding we were exposed
to any and everything.
I started dance as early as hmm...3 - Ballet, Folk, Modern, Rigorous,
Piano, Pan. The adults around us focused on enunciation and
pronunciation. We had to Speak well. Words like "Nice" and "Good"
were stricken from our vocabulary. They weren't descriptive enough and
were over used. If you had to emote ..do it well.
The accent didn't have to be hidden....but the words were to be
succinct, appropriate and CORRECT, because at every opportunity you
were to CRUSH that stereotype. All the time. It didn't hurt things that
my parents were both educators. My Mom - literature and languages.
My dad - Math, Greek and Latin. See?
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I was lucky to be in a dance company taught by a
Trinidadian, Roxanne Fung. She taught us ballet. We did
the Royal Academy Exams. Every year we would have
candidates that made the highest level grades. Honors.
I myself made that grade 4 times in my Ballet Career.
We would go to Trinidad for summer programs at the
Caribbean School of Dancing under Miss Roe. I think we
were her favorites. Over the years she choreographed
and staged NUMEROUS shows for us. My first feature
on pointe was in her choreographed " Dan the Crab and
the Dumpling Ghost." I was the Dumpling Ghost. Ha ha!
In fact now that I think about it we worked with the
creme de la creme of Trinidad Dance. Alan Balfour, Pat
Roe, Allison Browne, Phillip Sergeant, Eric Butler, Torrance Mohammed, Richard Lessey, Jean CoginsSimmons, Joyce Kirton, Noble Douglas, Eugene Joseph
and Sonja Dumas. And we always felt that they thought
we were Gems - Undiscovered Gems.
Every Year we would traipse to Dere Street. It
became our Trinidad home. We were at Dance Class during the coup in 1990, right around the street from the
blazing Red House. We would start shy, nervous about
being able to be at standard with our Trinidad counterparts. What’s worse is that we were the little " Black"
girls, strangers so to speak, with thick accents, trying to
fit in with the mulatto, full white and mixed breed girls
around us, only to discover, not only were we technically adequate, but sometimes SUPERIOR. In fact this
technical strength was something of which I think our
teacher Roxanne and Miss Roe were proud.
I don't think it was just in my head either as we were
chosen many times to be in combined island
productions without question and in my specific age group
ALL of us...auditioned and made it to the soon defunct
National Dance Theater Company of
Trinidad and
Tobago (NDTC). So as much as the
stigma was
there...heard in hushed whispers across a wooden
floor, we were made...No, TRAINED to break it.
Even in education we were pushed to excel... not necessarily to compete against each other...which did happen, but to make our stand as Tobagonians. There was
also always a prefix : Tobagonian dancer on Twelve and
Under. Tobagonian students aces Common entrance
Examinations, Tobagonian entrant in Calypso Competition.

the Trinidad auditions and huddle to support each other...cause we
were representing you Know.
I remember Tracey Ann Anthony, and Tricia Boucage being in the
same competitions and being so proud to see them on the Savannah stage...representing Us….even though I didn't make it. I'm so
happy for the experience. It's where I met Machel and Kurt Alleyne
and Sharlene Boodram and shaped my view of calypso and Soca.
I met Machel on Twelve and Under when I was about 10 years old.
We were both competing on Twelve and Under, he as a calypsonian, I as a poet. He was my first boyfriend. HAHAH!...I still remember
his song. "Remember the future of the nation depends on the Now
generation".
I did a poem. I was missing my front teeth at the time and recited a
poem about Milo and Milk being the culprits.
Aunty Hazel was my hero and came to my home when she visited
Tobago. I was lucky to meet Yvonne Popplewell, Dominic Kalipersad, Allison Hennessy... that seems like ages ago. But even then..I
was the precocious, well spoken, educated, exposed TOBAGONIAN
girl. A rarity it seemed at the time.
But it was not. All my family and friends and school mates were
exposed. Even those of us who never left the island regularly like I
was fortunate enough to do. With scores of Trinidadian relatives
and parents that had many reasons to jump between islands, I never felt like my experience was lacking.
Summers at Alliance Francaise in San Fernando, spending time with
my grandmother in Laventille, going to Queen's Hall to see the Lydians or Signal Hill Alumni Choir or the Love Circle, Kiddies carnival in
the Savannah, days at the Zoo, at my uncle's house in Long Circular
or cousins in Bonair Gardens, Arouca, or aunt in St James, my mom
and my aunt heading to the all-inclusive parties, days on High Street
waiting for the Pres boys....I didn't feel any different..
But I was.
I think I was lucky. I had the exposure of Trinidad with the comfort
and security of a Tobago village life. An extended family that took
care of me and saw me as their own. An exposure to the worldliness
of Trinidad knowing full well I would go home to Goodwood and see
my grandfather or Pembroke to visit Nen, my great aunt, and be
immediately recognized by everyone.
They knew me. Not just me...but they knew my mother and father,
and my father's father and my mother's father and her siblings.
They could see my Great Grandfather's face in my eyes though I
never knew him. In my gestures and movements they could see my
Grandmother Zetty whom I never knew.

Parents always stressed ...you must do better. You
MUST work harder. You will be judged and cannot
come up short. It's built into us...into me ...to this day. I
entered the Calypso Competitions as a teen.

It was about belonging ...even when you didn't know HOW you belonged...only that you did. It is about feeling that the very earth that
you live on KNOWS you. That you could be swallowed by it and find
the ones that knew you before you existed.

I remember taking the boat over to Trinidad to audition
for the Junior Calypso competitions. Auditioning with
many others, but being called the Tobagonian entrant.
Shurwayne Winchester and I competed in Tobago on a
regular basis ...and then would run into each other at

I claim Trinidad and Tobago daily, fiercely, eternally. I'm proud of
our every accomplishment, devastated at our every failure and horror...and Yes I am Trini!
But I am SOOO proudly, so thankfully, so beautifully...Tobagonian.
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Armelia Jupiter, produced several sons
who were all land owners. The eldest,
Timothy Evan Nicholson, was Maurice’s
father and the grandfather of Pat, her
siblings and several others.
Evan Timothy was endowed with his
father’s skills and became a Jack-of-all
trades. In addition, he traded with other
Caribbean islands and Venezuela and also
was a coin collector, amassing a large
quantity of British coins: crowns,
half-crowns, florins and American gold
coins. Pat is today the proud owner of one
of those gold coins.
The Nicholsons were reared in an environment that stressed
landownership and self-employment. From infancy the
regularly repeated chat
was: “I am my own
boss, I answer to no
one, and, he who owns
the land owns Tobago
and is a Tobagonian”.
Thus, the Nicholsons’
mantra was owning
land
and
selfemployment.

Evan was self-employed and bought lands at Big
Observatory, Hermitage/St. Rose, and was the first local

THE “BAY” NICHOLSONS

LAND OWNERSHIP & SELF-EMPLOYMENT

Parthenope “Pat”
Nicholson, an offspring
of the “Bay” Nicholsons, recounts their
landowning
story.
Their parents were Margaret Nicholson nee Carrington and
Maurice “Popo” Nicholson.

Margaret’s paternal grandfather was a Barbadian, John
Carrington, who
visited Charlotteville in the early 19th
century and bought land. This land was inherited by Shadrack
Carrington, Margaret’s father. Shadrack bought acres of land
(six acres at Small Observatory) for each of his three sons,
two of whom he assisted in establishing shops and becoming
entrepreneurs. He also set up a shop for his eldest daughter
and her husband. Shadrack was married to Margaret
Carrington nee Alleyne.
Maurice’s great grandfather was a Scottish medical
doctor who owned a very large sugar-cane plantation in
Nevis. This gentlemen had several sons, one being George
Nicholson. During the late 18th century, George Nicholson
(grandfather of Maurice) and two brothers migrated to
Tobago. George settled and bought land at Charlotteville,
one brother settled at Patience Hill and another at
Parlatuvier. George brought to Charlotteville several Scottish
skills: boat-building, carpentry, seine knitting, fishing and
farming. George was the first person to offer boat-building
and seine knitting to Northern Tobago. He opened and
managed the first shop at Charlotteville. George, with

villager to purchase land at the “Bay” – the homestead of Pat
and her siblings and now called Cholson Chalets Limited – a
guest house which is managed by Pat. Evan and his wife
Margaret “Coolie” Nicholson nee Minty, had eight daughters
and in 1908, they received their pride and joy, the first of
four sons, Hill Artridge Goldworthy Nicholson. With this
precious addition to the family, Evan ensured that the
landowning tradition was maintained and forthwith acquired
six (6) acres of land at Starwood Arguanza (Argenza),
Charlotteville for his “two-day old son”.
Maurice,
the second
son of Evan
was
the
father of Pat
and
her
siblings.
Maurice
married
Margaret
Nicholson
nee
Carrington in

The Nicholson Property at Mt. Pleasant,
Tobago.
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1933,
thus
uniting the two
most influential
landowning
families
of
Charlotteville.
Both
families
were
selfemployee ratepayers (property
tax payers). At
age
sixteen,
Maurice
was
mandated
to
operate
his
father’s
shop.
The maxim of
land ownership
was a
driving
force
of
Maurice’s
ambition and at
twenty-five years of age, with his father’s financial aid, bought a
coveted mini cocoa estate at Big Observatory, Charlotteville.
This cocoa estate had been changing hands in quick
succession. When the villagers became aware of the most
recent owner, a very good friend of Maurice took on the role of
“town crier” and, as he passed by the “Nicholsons at the Bay”,
he shouted “Merchant Home Now”.
Several years later Pat asked her father the meaning of the
phrase “Home Now” and was told that it meant “Not ever for
sale again”. Maurice also bought lands at Hermitage/St. Rose,
Charlotteville. Today, twenty-eight years after the death of
Maurice, the deed for his cocoa estate is still in the name of
Maurice Nicholson as his children cherish his wish which was,
“My name must be recorded as the proprietor several decades
after my death”.
Daddy (Maurice) believed the gem of agriculture was cocoa
production which had provided the money to educate his
children at the secondary school level. Thanks to Greville (a son
of Maurice) the cocoa estate is vibrant and should soon bring
profits again. All along Maurice reminded his children that land
appreciates and that they should always invest in land.
The dream of my mother Margaret was secondary education
for her children including her daughters, for whom she wanted
economic independence. She desired ‘white color’ jobs for her
progeny. At age eleven Pat, the eldest daughter, was sent off to
board and lodge at Scarborough to attend Bishop’s High School
(BHS). Many years later, she learned that her father agreed to
send her to secondary school away from home only because
her brothers, ‘Witty’ and Greville, were students at BHS.
With her deeply seated views on financial autonomy and
the possession of land, Pat has triumphed. In her mid-twenties
and with the help of her father and the Royal Bank of Canada,
Tobago, Pat continued with the Nicholson mantra of buying

land - first at Mt.
Pleasant, one and a
half acres, then unto
Friendsfield,
Scarborough,
Starwood Argenza,
and Hermitage at
Charlotteville
to
maintain
her
“Charlotteville
anking”.
In the Nicholsons
tradition,
Pat’s
siblings,
Hewitt,
Greville,
Patricia,
Pamela,
Annette,
McNichol
and
Penelope
have
purchased land and
one sister, Pamela,
(Sister Pam) has
assisted hundreds of
citizen to acquire land at New Grange Sou Sou Land, Tobago
(page29 – The Sou Sou Land Story by Ivan Laughlin).
Pat and her siblings drifted from the Nicholson
entrepreneurial practice and became employees for many
years. However, for more than twenty-five years now, Pat has
joined the self-employed brigade. Her fervent wish is that some
of her nieces and nephews should hunger after the Nicholsons’
watchword “Self-employed landowners”. In an attempt to
foster landownership, Pat has bestowed lands at Friendsfield to
her younger close relatives – the minimum amount of land
given being one acre. She is happy and overjoyed since the
Nicholson kinsmen and kinswomen have been endeared to the
maxim “own lands”. They have named the Friendfield Property
“Home Now/Pat Nicholson Crescent” and have designated that
all buildings must be painted in green and white.
Congratulations to my nieces and nephews!
Buy land! Think of acres! Keep your lands in your name at all
cost.
I conclude with an appeal to the Tobago House of Assembly
(THA). During the 19th and early 20th centuries, the British
Crown sold lands (Crown Grants) at Hermitage/St. Rose,
Charlotteville and other parts of Tobago. This assisted in
promoting landownership among some of the descendants of
ex-slaves. Perhaps, the THA should follow that act and SELL
LANDS (State Grants) to citizens. Keep the size of the plots in
acres just as the British Crown practiced. In some villages where
residents have built their houses on rented lands, for example
at Charlotteville, the THA should use suasion and encourage the
residents to purchase the land. This would promote
landownership and agricultural development – an admirable
exhortation to our country.
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Preserving our Heritage
Through Healthy Eating
By Joanne Cruickshank, RGN, RPH Nutr., MEd., MPhil

T

he increasing prevalence
of obesity and it comorbidities
are
very
noticeable within the
Tobago population, both at the
education and public health arena.
Obesity and overweight
are
considered by many health care
professionals
as
the
most
preventable
yet
uncontrollable
public health challenges faced by
our new heritage. Many of the elderly Tobagonians will reiterate, gone
are the days when the Tobagonian’s
diet was predominantly food they
got from their own backyard which included ground provision, fruits, green
leafy
vegetables, dried peas and small amounts of dried fish or home bred
chicken. This form of diet historically has been associated with good health.
Children's
Walkathon
for
Health
Organized
By
Joanne
Cruickshank.

With the upsurge of fast food restaurants including doubles stands popping up
at strategic site in Tobago, the Tobagonian diet has now transitioned from one
which was high in fibre-rich foods to one high in fat and refined
carbohydrates. The rate these energy dense foods are consumed is terrifying
but somewhat not shocking. This shift within the overall structure of our
population dietary pattern is now linked to the many chronic or lifestyle
disease patterns which are creeping up and plaguing our new generation within recent times.
As a health promotion specialist and also a public health nutritionist, I’m
seeing this dietary shift escalating and the negative effects it has on Tobago’s
new heritage. Children now are becoming fatter, their waistlines are becoming
broader or wider which predisposes them to diseases such as heart disease and
type 2 diabetes.
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My recent professional experience working with
approximately one hundred and thirteen children
in Tobago found that 40 percent of children’s
cholesterol levels were either within the borderline
to high range.
A food frequency survey among these children
indicated that 45 percent consumed junk food at
least three to five times daily and also approximately 52 percent either consumed none or one
serving of fruits and vegetables per day. This
statistics is particularly
worrying given the
surge of the many scientific evidences
suggesting the medicinal and health properties of fruits and vegetables. A diet low in fruits and
vegetables is likely low in essential nutrients and substances like phytochemicals, which may
increase the risk for several diseases.
Parents must take a stands in educating and providing their children with healthy foods choices including
snacks. However, it is surprising to know that many of our
children are not familiar with the names of
common local fruits and vegetables found in Trinidad and Tobago such as christophene, cauliflower,
sapodilla, soursop, five fingers and caimite. The availability of many of these fruits and vegetable at home
or on the plate are questionable as many homes are now substituting there garden spaces for economical
gains such as apartments complexes.
Many will agree that early childhood is critical to
the development of lifelong food habits. An old
Indian saying “We are what we eat” can truly
symbolize the present food habits and the
escalating prevalence of chronic diseases among
our new heritage. Meaning, a high consumption
of fat, salt and refined carbohydrate will
eventually reflect in an increase in the number of
obesity-associated diseases such as diabetes,
hypertension and heart disease among our
children.

Sapodillas courtesy Joanne Cruickshank

The Tobago heritage is unique, let us break the
cycle of these new childhood diseases and
preserve our future generation.
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CARIBBEAN CUISINE
By Sonia Phillip

W

hen you hear the words ‘Creole food’, what image
immediately comes to mind? Is it an imagery of elegant
fine dining where our food is turned into art in order to
delight the senses? Or do you instantly summon up an
image of a nice sturdy looking attendant piling food into
a styrotex box until it creaks?
This image has always bothered me. I studied Culinary Arts at Le Cordon
Bleu London where the art of French cooking is almost a religion with
Italian cuisine taking a close second place. Caribbean cooking was never
mentioned. We had a guest lecture by a Caribbean chef who worked in
St Lucia but his food wasn’t realistic creole food, it was our food, re-interpreted for an
international palate, which always seems a bit watered down to me. His food was certainly
watered down, it seemed to lack integrity.
How many times do you see traditional creole items like Callaloo, Coo Coo, Curry Crab and
Dumpling prepared with a knowledge of the blending of flavours and textures and, above
all, the appropriate portion sizes? The way we serve
our food is like an excuse, we think the stuff has no real
value so we have to serve as much of it as possible. Our
cuisine will never evolve until we realize that it is as
valuable and tasty as French, Italian, or Spanish cooking. In fact, it can stand head to head with any cuisine
in the world. All that is required is a readjustment of
perspective. We need to move away from quantity and
start refining our quality.
A re-imagining of our cuisine is also important from a
health perspective. Rates of lifestyle diseases like diabetes, high blood pressure and obesity, in the AfroCaribbean community climb higher every year and our
stressful, primarily sedentary lives are partly to blame.
But a great deal of blame
must be laid at the doorstep of our food choices.
Our traditional foods are far too carbohydrate laden for our
inactive lives. If as a people, we started to look upon our food
as cuisine rather than ‘belly-fillers’ our portion sizes would
normalize. Nobody should eat as much as we do.
As a chef who has come back to Tobago, I think our culinary
community has a responsibility to re-introduce Tobagonians
to their own food. We need to go back to our roots where
our food was naturally organic since most of it came from our
own gardens. Our fish was straight from the sea and we ate
meat only on Sunday. Sometimes financial comfort can be a
curse.
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Wedding Tobago Style
Researched: Enos S. O’Neil, Dottin Melville, Marcia
Phillips and Myrtle Anthony

Written by Enos S. O’Neil (3/2/81)

Now, it is more than 170 years since 1838’s emancipation
after which the emancipated ex-slave threw off the
garments of slavery in preference for something that could
help reduce the psychological pains of enslavement.

Those early Tobagonians of African descent selected
clothing similar to those worn by Mother Africa. The main
attire was bag around the loin; bag hat or plaited hat made
of grass; beads around the neck, hands and ankles.

From among this set of Tobagonians who penetrated the
uninhabited areas and founded villages emerged Abbas
(priests) who performed religious and cultural ceremonies
with great pomp and splendor. Marriage was a “must” in
the lives of early Tobagonians and was performed strictly
in the month of June, always on a Thursday or Saturday at

the hour of 11:00 A.M. or 1:00 P.M. June was
considered the month of fertility and thus perfect for married couples.

These Tobagonians communicated using a heavy Yoruba
dialect (a Niger-Congo language) which is still spoken
today in West Africa by approximately 20 million people.
Some examples of this and still evident in the Tobago
lexicon include statements such as:

“Pickney come’ere”
“Ah wey yuh ah look fah”
“De pickney ah halla”
“Mi na kno’wha fuh do”

Back then everyone lived more like one family, which is
supported by the present day saying “all Tobagonians are
related”. The elderly were referred to as Pa, Ma, Tantie,
Uncle, Cousin, Tantan. Children were referred to as
pickney such as Pa Pickney, and Ma Pickney for boy child
and girl child respectively.
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The term “Tobago love” is still used. It was customary for young
men and women to throw pebbles affectionately at each other
from a short distance to get the other’s attention. This practice
became known as “Tobago love”. After “eyeing” each other
regularly for a period of time, the male would work up enough
courage to venture to the girl’s home. On the third visit to her
home, he was asked “his intention” by the girl’s parents and
whether he could take care of their daughter. If he answered in
the affirmative, his parents would be visited by the young lady
and her parents and a wedding day would be set.

Before the wedding the young man had to prove his manhood by
“busting wood” with an ax, wood being the fuel of the day and
highly valued.

Final approval was made after both parents met and performed a
calabash ritual – each with a calabash of water and leaves of a
certain plant. Specially selected leaves were put in the water one
at a time; If they sank, this was an omen of bad luck for the
couple.

A house was built in the yard of the young man’s parents so that
his parents could respond and assist the couple as necessary - an
inherent element of the extended family.

A tent made of green bamboo and covered with green branches
of the coconut palm was built and adorned with fresh flowers
and lanterns made of colorful paper. A long rectangular table and
benches made of cedar slabs were constructed in the tent.

On the day before the wedding, goat, pig, and chickens were
slaughtered. These were curried in large pots over wood fire.
Today, the saying “wood fire food sweeta” still can be heard as a
part of Tobago’s culinary lingo. Yams, cassava, potatoes, green
bananas, plantains were cooked and prepared early the next day.

Both parents prepared a wedding cake, one for the bride, one for
the groom – baked in earthen ovens. Large amounts of Bush Rum
were concocted. Today bush rum is still produced in some Tobago villages and for some Tobago occasions.

The night before the wedding there was the Reel Dance. This
dance was intended to reveal whether either member of the
wedding party was “tampered with”. The dance moved to the
tempo of goat skin drums; dancers work themselves into a frenzy
and through a medium, spiritual information on each wedding
party was received regarding their health, welfare, and well-
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being. Some prominent reel dancers known across Tobago were
Ellie Patterson, Lorida Patterson, Climey George, Jeremiah
Sampson and Helen Benjamin. Reel dancers had reputations and
enjoyed a semi-professional status.

The wedding ceremony was considered to be as important as baptism and funeral ceremonies in the life of the Tobagonian. Children were seldom born out of wedlock. This carried a stigma. One
did not wish to be the subject of sayings such as “Tantie Maggie
pickney ah ha’ wan bastard”

Music at the wedding was supplied by green and dried bamboo
lengths beaten with sticks, dried goat skins stretched over hollowed 4-inch deep logs (tambourines). The tambourines were
kept warm by heating them over coconut branch fires that were
strategically placed along the wedding march route and where
ever music was played. Keeping the tambourine warm raised its
pitch and enhanced its tone. The rest of the orchestra included
fiddles (violins), and triangles made of iron.

The rhythmic “bim bic; bim bic, bim bic” of the tambourine, the
”boom, boom, boom” of the bamboo (tamboo bamboo band) and
high pitch of the fiddle and triangle inspired the heel and toe of
the Reel Dance and the motion of the Brush Back dance as the
wedding party marched along the wedding route. The wedding
couple was joined in matrimony by the village Abba who was highly respected and enjoyed figurehead status.

The bride bore a bouquet of natural flowers and the groom wore
flowers on his attire. Flowers were scattered around the house
and the wedding party marched around the house once or more
before settling down to feast.

The village mother, usually a buxom woman dressed in baggy,
coarse regalia pleated horizontally at the waist line with several
flowers attached, a crude straw hat on her head, fowl feathers in
hand, beads about her body, neck and ankles, would dance the Jig
bare-footed and give the married couple her blessings.

With the passage of time (and European influence) Tobago moved
from baggy attire to clothing in all the colors of the rainbow and
thence to the more contemporary wear of today. About 15
minutes before the ceremony the groom dressed in white gloves,
shoes or boots, usually a pair of white trousers and scissors-tail
coat, a colorful scarf around the neck, a deep-set black “bee-bop”
hat and most necessary – a black umbrella and followed on foot
by his relatives would go to the church. Members of the whole
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Photography La Donna Fields

village and its surroundings would attend. Those who were
invited filled the church. Curious onlookers filled the yard.

Musicians accompanied the wedding party from the
church to the feast. The West Indian Wedding March of
the day “Marriage, sweet marriage Bambai yu go see ----“,
was sung along the way. The wedding party with umbrellas
for sun or rain danced down the unpaved road to the
sound of music.

The bride and groom had to dance around their new home
before the feast began. The bride, then the groom, drank
from a glass of water – a traditional practice. The bride and
groom sat at one end of the table flanked by mother and
father givers.

“Speechification”, the order of the day, then followed. Tobagonians once enjoyed giving long speeches – and many
still do. There were characters who were professional
“speechifiers” and were as welcomed a guests at weddings
as were the Reel and Jig dancers. Speeches of advice
steeped in malapropisms and suggestive language precede
eating, for example, one may start his speech thus: “On
this suspicious occasion, etc”

“Throwing words” has been an old Tobago custom that has
survived very much intact to today. Without “calling any

name” but making it quite obvious who the subject might
be, someone who wanted to make fun of the bride or
groom or even to get back at someone else whom they did
not hold in high regard may volunteer and sing thus:

“since mi barn mi neba bin
kno’ crapo a ware bee bop
cap

Des Vignes kno’, compere
kno’ crapo a ware golden
ring”
In this festive, mood the wedding feast ensued. And there
was many an occasion when portions of food went
missing. A common practice was to hide “meat” in a
container which was claimed to be “hog scraps” to be
carried home.
Advent of the automobile has caused cessation of the
wedding march and the traditional umbrella, but especially
in outlying villages, some elements of “The Ole time Tobago Wedding” are still evident.
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Kay Small
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Scarborough
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Sarah Hutchinson
Since 2006 Trinidad and Tobago has joined the international
community in staging its own annual Dragon Boat Racing in
alignment with the traditional annual Chinese Dragon Boat
Regatta. Trinidad and Tobago is now a member of the
International Dragon Boat Federation. Dragon Boat Racing is
popular in North America, Europe, Australia and other places.
The Tobago stage of this regatta is preceded by weeks of
preparation with the focus on safety and teamwork; and there
is a place for everyone. Racing categories include school
teams, All Female teams, All Male teams and Mixed teams.
Participants are locals, nationals and internationals.
This year, with entries such as Aquaholics, Shockwaves,
Peeking Ducks, Oarstruck and the likes, the Tobago Dragon
Boat Festivals got underway at Pigeon Point on June 17, 2012.
All are winners, participants and spectators alike, if only for
the setting where this event takes place at picturesque Pigeon
Point, Tobago with its expansive white sands. The Tobago
Voice’s own Sarah Hutchinson is a live wire participant at this
event and is credited with supplying the information and drive
behind this article.
Snapshots and the table of events tell the rest of this
fun-filled, sunlit story.
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Tobago Car Rally Festival
By

Jacqueline Alexis, Secretary/PRO of TTRC
This year, 2012, marks the 4th series of the THA Rally Tobago
Festival. Twenty (20) rally cars, with drivers, co-drivers, pit
crews, service vehicles, families, friends, sponsors, associates,
event officials and event marshals all made their annual
sojourn in the beautiful sister isle some arriving by ferry and
others by plane to be embraced by the warmth of Tobago and
its people. This trek started as early as the Wednesday prior
to the event.

Undoubtedly, it is one of the most eagerly awaited rallies each

year since its inception 4 years ago. Rally Tobago is not
only a competitive event for the Rally Club but it also provides the opportunity for some fun and liming and bonding among not only the members but also with the Club’s
associates such as the Trinidad and Tobago Rally Club
(TTRC) core marshals and the Trail Blazers 4 x 4 Off Road
Club, the latter marshaling for the Rally Club for some 2
years.

Planning begins in the central heart of Trinidad in Caroni,
where the Club executives meet on a regular basis to
hammer out the 7 events that comprise the annual
competitive slate for the Club. The course architect –
President Barry Mckenzie – visits Tobago
minimum twice before the event to view
the state of the stage (as the course is
called in rally verbiage), begins reparation works and is usually there in Tobago
with other executives and officials from
the Wednesday preceding the event, to
complete the preparations.

But not all is work. Rally Tobago’s event
schedule begins on Thursday preceding
the event, with a social session at one of
the liming spots – this year, the Reef was
chosen.
Photographers took
the
opportunity to film some of the
action at the Reef and interview some
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patrons including rally drivers, Club
executives, well-wishers and supporters.
On the Friday, a motorcade of the
rally cars, accompanied by a police
escort of outriders and music truck led
by MC Robert Cadiz – TTRC Vice President, made their way from
Gulf City Mall to Crown
Point and onward to Scarborough, returning to the
Mall
for
the
“scrutineering” (examining
the cars for safety reasons)
and car display to the public- all free admission.
Messrs John Arnold and
Theophilus Trim of the THA
were there at the Opening
Ceremony and they waved
off each car as they exited
the Mall. Dr. Ellis Burris –
THA Chief Administrator also put in a brief appearance despite his hectic
schedule. One of our codrivers – Chris Ackee, found
out that he was a new daddy on Friday
– a blessing to the event.
Saturday dawned bright and sunny
and dusty. Event officials prayed for a
bit of rain to tamp down the amount
of dust that was being raised … what’s

that old people saying? Be careful of what you wish for! … A sudden squall at
lunchtime brought cold slanting rain, strong gusts of wind that blew tents off
their ties. The VIP tent was bravely held down by Mr. Trim but to no avail.
Spectators and club members all ran for cover as rain came down in earnest and changed the dustbowl into a mudfest, much to the delight of the
Trail Blazers and marshals, who grinned through it all. Things were on hold
for a bit as everyone waited with bated breath. The mini hurricane did not
last long and when the event re-started, the rally drivers had to use every
ounce of skill to
keep cars from
coming
off
course as they
skidded and drifted in the mud.
There were no
major incidents
at the end. Our
Bajan compatriot, James Betts,
lucked out early
with a broken
left axle and
could not continue much to his
chagrin. On a
brighter
note,
our
American
friends,
Scott
Leonard and Todd Schmidt, had a podium finish in the début run.
All’s well that ends well. Wet and tired, victorious and elated, all drivers
waited for the announcement of results and prize giving.
The Rally Club thanks every sponsor, official, competitor, marshal, affiliate
club, photographer, well-wisher and support personnel who contributed to
the enjoyment and success of Rally Tobago. It is heartening to see smiling
faces and sunburned bodies lapping up the warmth of the sister isle on Sunday and we look forward to 2013 with eagerness and fond memories.
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Group
N

Podium Finishes
1st

Names
John Powell and Nicholas Telfer
Cristian Bourne / Shane
Ramjit

Times
21 mins 2.10
secs
21 mins 22.98
secs

Craig Sumair / Matthew
Russell
Rezan Mohammed and
Arshad Mondro

24 mins 10
secs
23 mins 48.33
secs

2nd

Kumar Ramdass and
Amanda Sookdeo

24 mins 31.47
secs

3rd

Latiff Khan and Kurt De
Freitas
Ryan Peyrau and Simon
Rodriguez

24 mins 54.25
secs
23 mins 32.36
seconds

Devendra Nath and Erica Jobity-Dinnoo
James Harris and Andre
Nestor

25 mins 18.49
secs
25 mins 59.29
secs

1st

Ansel Ali and Nandalall
Ramdass

23 mins 58.30
secs

2nd

Reyaz Mohammed and
Sayyad Siddiz
Scott Leonard and Todd
Schmidt (USA)

25 mins 46.64
secs
26 mins 12.46
secs

John Powell and Nicholas Telfer
Cristian Bourne / Shane
Ramjit

21 mins 2.10
secs
21 mins 22.98
secs

Ryan Peyrau and Simon
Rodriguez

23 mins 32.36
seconds

2nd
3rd
A

M2

1st

1st

2nd
3rd
SM4

3rd

OVERALL

1st
2nd
3rd

BEST TEAM – SHELL
HELIX

Highest 2WD

BEST TEAM – SHELL
HELIX

Debut rally
for this American team
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FROM THE MOUTH OF THE ANCESTORS
(Harrison Thomas)
Their Recollection of Life in Tobago (Ca 1800’s middle 1900’s)
A Review
by
Mervyn O’Neil
Harrison Thomas has captured a valuable piece of authentic Tobago history in his booklet FROM THE MOUTH
OF THE ANCESTORS. In this work Thomas records firsthand interviews with Tobagonians who were born as
early as 1895 (Charles Dillon of Charlotteville).
Thomas records information of yesteryear about Communication, Trade, Commerce, Healthcare, Education,
Religion, Family Ties and Folk Stories on the island as
told by these Tobago elders. His work is absolutely valuable for reasons that are especially particular to Tobago. Though Tobago boasts more early religious, and
hence educational, diversity than Trinidad and other
Caribbean Islands, there is still a dire lack of formally
recorded information about life on the island. There is a
severe lack of recorded information about life on Tobago as an island community.
From the Mouth of the Ancestors lays down an important framework for this and much more that needs
to be done. Thus, it lends fuel to the hope that it can be
catalytic in this regard. These recollections of Tobago’s
older folks who hail from Charlotteville on one end of
the island to Plymouth on the other, provide insight into
much that is the schema and persona of the Tobagonian.
This booklet can and should serve as a template which
inspires others to respond and augment. For example,
Thomas writes “Mitchell Alleyne who was born on December 5, 1913, confided that the village (Charlotteville)
was named after a lady named Charlotte who owned all
the lands during Queen Victoria’s reign”. This provides
me an opportunity to point out that Charlotte was in-
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deed the name of the wife of the Duke of Courland and Semigallia (1642 – 1682) and that this duke claimed ownership of Tobago
for a period of time. One can further make the connection between this duke and the naming of Tobago’s Courland district.
Thomas’ work highlights the need for urgency and care in documenting historic and contemporary matter relative to Tobago. It
brings to fore the issue of the need for critical thinking and diligent work in these areas. Though Tobago’s Heritage Festivals rightly
places premium value on African influences on the island, Oral Tradition being one, the value of authentic and properly recorded
information is irreplaceable. And, the great urgency is that with very little currently on record and with many who have lived the
recent past fast dying, there is a strong need to capture recollections from the mouths of these ancestors.
Discussions and probes reveal that: (1) most young people of Tobago do not know their history beyond what their memories
serve, and (2) this deficiency is not a result of their aversion to information for as one young Tobagonian lamented “I don’t know; I
will like to know; but we can only go by what we have been taught”.
In the Tobago context, From the Mouth of the Ancestors is more than a valuable piece of Tobago’s history; it is more than a clarion
warning; it is a call to duty.

Visit us at: www.tobagovoice.com
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STATE OF THE UNION BETWEEN TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
Part 2 of 3
By
Mervyn J. O’Neil
Part 1 appears in Volume 2 of The Tobago Voice magazine
As a national of Trinidad and Tobago and a Tobagonian living in the USA as of 1971, I have cast my eyes
towards our republic frequently, and more so on each occasion that marked the anniversary of the
several dates listed in Table I below.
TABLE I: SIGNIFICANT DATES LEADING UP TO THE UNION BETWEEN TRINIDAD AND OBAGO
Dates

Particulars

1877
1886, Dec

The first Act suggesting a union between Trinidad and Tobago
The Secretary of State for the colonies put forward two options regarding bringing Trinidad and Tobago
into a union.
An Order in Council bringing into effect the T&T Act of 1877.
The Order in Council of November 1888 is implemented. Tobago is annexed to Trinidad under a
Commissioner.
An Order in Council revokes the Order of January 1, 1889, and lays out the terms and condition for the
arrangement between Trinidad and Tobago which is in place today.
A Proclamation by the Governor of Trinidad bringing the Order in Council of October 1898 into effect.
The Order in Council of October 20, 1898 comes into effect making Tobago a ward of Trinidad.

1888, Nov. 17
1889, Jan 1
1898, Oct 20
1898, Dec 8
1899, Jan 1

On each occasion, as a day or year marking the 100th anniversary of each of these steps along the road
to the union between Tobago and Trinidad came and went, I noted in amazement that there was no
significance given to a single one. Each 100th anniversary came and went with no mention anywhere or
at any level, except perhaps in my mind and hopefully in the minds of some others. Each omission and
my observations cumulatively have given me cause to question the nature, and thus the State of the
Union between Trinidad and Tobago.
For me the final disappointment occurred when January 1, 1999 came and went. That day marked the
fact that one hundred years had been reached since the Order in Council of 1898 was put into effect.
What I found and still find to be a major omission is that there is no acknowledgement –ceremonial or
otherwise – marking the occasion when these two island came together, some may say, were brought
together.
And yet we beat our proverbial chests and tout ourselves as one!
Note that there are 14 holidays celebrated each year in the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago as listed
below in Table II. Each public holiday acknowledges, remembers and celebrates a significant matter in
our republic and in our society. Indeed Independence Day has been celebrated each year and now we
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are at the 50th anniversary juncture, but where and how do we remember or even acknowledge the
day on which these two islands came together as one in the first place? Or, do we know that we are
not there yet?
Table II: Public Holidays Celebrated in Trinidad and Tobago - 2012

Holidays

Occasions

January 1
March 30?
April (Date changes)
April (Date changes)
May 30
June 9
June 19
August 1
August 31
September 24
November 13
December 25
December 26

New Year’s Day
Spiritual Baptist Day
Good Friday
Easter Monday
Indian Arrival Day
Corpus Christi Day
Labour Day
Emancipation Day
Independence Day
Eid
Divali
Christmas Day
Boxing Bay

Proof is in the consummation hence though we mouth our oneness as a nation, in our soul and psyche
perhaps we sense that we are not yet there. We cannot yet recognize and celebrate the occasion of our
coming together – perhaps a seemingly trifling issue - but somehow it lurks silently and even
dangerously below the surface.
As we debate Constitutional Reform, Internal Self-Governance for Tobago and the likes we cannot put
our fingers on it, but we could sense that everything is not right between us as a two-island, one-nation
societies. In fact, we try in many ways to talk ourselves into oneness as a nation. But, until we have a
union in the true sense of the word we will fall short of the essence of a cohesive single nation. There
will remain a sense that there is something missing. There is and will remain a lingering sense that all is
not right.
Transformation will not happen overnight either! But awareness is a powerful tool in the process
towards that necessary end point.
Perhaps, and even despite Trinidad and Tobago already having a record number of public holidays, a
Union Day would go a long way in affording opportunities for reflection on the union between the two
islands and hopefully bring us to a better place. Indeed a Union Day debate will place before us the
issue of the State of the Union between our two islands.
Are we ready for this?
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Calendar of Tobago Events and Activities 2012
Dates
September
19 – 23rd
24th

Events

Venues

Contact

Tobago Word Festival
Republic Day Holiday

Islandwide
Nationwide

(868) 683-0161
(868) 639-2125/4636

Every Tuesday

Itsy Bitsy Folk Theatre

Mt. Pleasant

(868) 639-9006/8865

October
1 – 7th

Tobago Cycling Classic

Islandwide

Blue Food Festival

(868) 632-5560/6801214
(868) 639-2125/4636

L’Anse
Fourmi
Charlotteville (868) 639-9132
Patience Hill (868) 639-9132
Mt. Pleasant (868) 639-9006/8865

14th
14th
31st
Every Tuesday

Charlotteville Harvest
Patience Hill Harvest
Itsy Bitsy Folk Theatre

November (National
Tourism Month)
4th
Catholic Harvest
10 – 11th
Bago Sports Beach Football
International
11th
Anglican Harvest
th
11
Roxborough Police Youth
Club Night Netball
th
18
Moriah Harvest
18th
Les Coteaux Harvest
th
25
Montgomery Harvest
th
26
Tobago Kite Flying Festival
Every Tuesday
Itsy Bitsy Folk Theatre
December
1 – 4th
9th
16th
26th
Every Tuesday

Assembly Day Celebrations
Carols at Botannical Gardens
5th Annual PIGOUT
Boxing Day Holiday
Itsy Bitsy Folk Theatre

Scarborough
Black rock

(868) 639-2136
(868) 660-2381

Scarborough
Roxborough

(868) 639-9132
(868) 750-2727

Moriah
Les Coteaux
Montgomery
Plymouth
Mt. Pleasant

(868) 639-4647
(868) 639-9132
(868) 639-4647
(868) 639-5428
(868) 639-9006/8865

Shaw Park
Scarborough
Barcode
Nationwide
Mt. Pleasant

(868) 639-6897
(868) 678-3363
(868) 678-7171
(868) 639-2125/4636
(868) 639-9006/8865
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